
CLIENT RESULTS

HOW OUR CLIENTS ARE CRUSHING DEBT,  ENDING MONEY
STRESS,  AND GROWING WEALTH SO THEY CAN BECOME
WEALTHY WORLD CHANGERS FOR THE GLORY OF GOD!



Results, Results, Results…

At Jeremy Krulikowski Coaching we only care about one thing - getting amazing,
jaw-dropping results for our clients!

In this book, we’ve put together a collection of some of our client reviews and
experiences. Here’s what you need to know:

• Every review and story in this book is 100% verified and authentic. No client is
ever paid, rewarded, or compensated in any way for their feedback. 
• Plus, Facebook doesn't allow us to edit someone else's post and words
whatsoever.

In short, you can have total and absolute confidence that everything you’re
about to read is 100% genuine. These are real people just like you.
.
Here’s why this matters to you:

The stories in this book are chock-full of solid gold advice on how to crush your
debt in record speed, end financial stress, rapidly save 10's of thousands of dollars,
earn the money you're truly capable of, and become a millionaire for the
kingdom of God. You can learn a ton just by reading them.

But that’s just the tip of the iceberg.

I know you’re focused on eliminating debt and building wealth, but the real
magic of our company is helping you live your kingdom mission in a more free
and powerful way. 

Our Lord Jesus said, "It's more blessed to give than to receive" (Acts 20:35). So, if
you want more of His joy through giving, then you need freed up to give like
never before.

In a time where there is so much suffering and fear, WEALTHY AND GENEROUS
CHRISTIANS are needed now more than ever.  

There are people depending on you to step up to your full financial potential. 



Your family, church, orphans, widows, the oppressed, Bible-less, trafficked,
malnourished, sick, dying... They need you and they need you NOW. Not some
other Christian out there. They need YOU!

But if you're walking blind without a specific, proven plan to eliminate your debt,
save, and give generously, they'll never be able to receive God's blessing through
you. Your talent will remain buried in the ground, and we both know what a
tragedy that would be. 

So, enjoy this book. Read the stories inside carefully. And if you have questions
about any of it, make a note of them and we can discuss them on your
breakthrough call.

We look forward to helping you transform your finances!

Talk soon,

 
 
 

Jeremy Krulikowski
CEO, Jeremy Krulikowski Coaching

Jeremy Krulikowski



DISCLAIMER

You’re a rational adult. Therefore, you understand that success takes
lots of work. You understand that even though we’ve helped people
create amazing results, there is no such thing as something for
nothing. There is no such thing as “get rich quick.”

The people you’re about to hear about achieved extraordinary
success with Jeremy Krulikowski Coaching. Never assume that
someone else’s results will be the same as yours. These stories and
reviews are here to show you what’s possible, not for you interpret
them as a guarantee that you will experience any results whatsoever.

 All of these people…

      • Committed to setting stretch goals even though they 
       were scared to do so…
      • Persisted through fear, self-doubt, and multiple challenges 
       to create results…
     • Dedicated themselves fully to implementing everything we 
       teach at Jeremy Krulikowski Coaching…

Many of them are also juggling kids, families, loved ones,
responsibilities at work, etc. Because they are great people who are
focused on serving the kingdom of God through their lives and
money, they found a way. They made it work.

In other words, this stuff is not easy. We can coach you every
step of the journey. We can make it SIMPLE…but no one can
make it easy.



Paid off over $40k in debt
and saved $27k. Also, went
from making $50k/year to
now making that in just a
couple months!

JOSH & TRACIE

Now Totally Debt Free!



NADETTE

Paid off $12k in Debt!

Paid off $12k in 8 weeks
and launched her
dream business. 



Within a year and a half,
paid off $38k and saved
3 months worth of
savings - in the midst of
health challenges,
COVID, and her
husband having to
become a full-time
caretaker for his mom.

KELLI

Now DEBT-FREE!

 



Paid off over $48k
within 6 months.

MICHELLE

Now Debt- Free!



Went from paying only a
few hundred/month
toward debt to paying off
over $10k in less than 3
months and becoming
debt-free.

ERIK & CANDACE

Became DEBT-FREE!



Paid off $26K in 8
weeks and is now Debt
Free. 

THELMA

Now Debt-Free!



Multiple Debt's paid off
and $1,000 saved for
Emergency Fund within
the 8 weeks! 

JULIE

Over $33K in Debt
Paid off in 10 months!



LYLE & LESLIE

Now DEBT-FREE!

Paid off their entire
$135k in debt and saved
over $50k in 14 Months!



Paid off 22k in debt in
less than 3 weeks!

LOGAN & KATE

Became DEBT-FREE!



Multiple Debt's paid off
and $1,000 saved for
Emergency Fund within
the 8 weeks! 

CAROLEE

Paid off $18K in Debt
in 8 weeks!



Paid off $280,000 of
debt in less than 10
months!

BRIAN & KATRINA

Became DEBT-FREE!



Paid off nearly $7k, filled
her emergency fund, AND
increased income by 8X
in 8 weeks!

CATHY

8X income!



Within 8 weeks, they
were able to completely
transform their
communication, increase
income by 5-figures, pay
off over 25k in debt, and
perhaps the best part -
they're now excited to
see each other when at
the end of the work day.

RICH & TIFFANY

Now DEBT-FREE! 



Paid off $13K in debt,
started a business, and
got a new job and
rebuilding savings
account!

DONTE & SADE

Paid off $13K in Debt in
8 weeks! 



Paid off 7k and saved
$26K in 3 months and
saved their marriage!

DEVIN & MADELINE

Became DEBT-FREE!



JOSH & KRESTA

Now DEBT-FREE

Paid off $65K in Debt
after going through the
program!



Paid off $15,500 within 3
months and saved $40k
just a few months later!

KEVIN & CATHY

Became Debt-free!



Paid off $15k within 8
weeks. Saved their 6-
month emergency fund in
less than a year.

MIKE & CHRISTINA

Debt-Free!



Went from only earning
at most $10K a month to
making an average of
$18,146 per month! An
increase of $8,146 per
month!

DAVID 

Nearly Doubled His
Income Within A Few
Months!



Within weeks went from
overspending by
thousands/month to living
within their means and
even having an
emergency fund.

RICK & CHELSEA

Doubled Their Income!



Paid off everything
except one loan and
were able to pay cash
for getaways and
everyone's Christmas
gifts two years in a row!

MICHELLE

Paid off over $14,600
in Debt!



Became a powerful,
confident, intimate team,
making dramatic
progress in their
marriage and money
goals over the course of
just 8 weeks.

SCOTT & RACHEL

Scott and Rachel
paid off $8k in 8
weeks!



Paid off a total of 6
credit cards!

ANDRE & NIKITRA

$20k + paid off within 
8 weeks!



Paid off four debts
during the program!
Were able to pay off
$4,000 of debt in one
month!

JUSTIN AND NAKEISHA

Nakeisha got a $35k
raise - during COVID!



Went from going $2,000
in the red the month prior
to starting with us to
having a perfectly
balanced budget within a
few weeks and then
wiping out his debt.

DELWYN

Completely Paid off Car
and Credit Card!



Within 8 weeks they not
only paid off over 30
THOUSAND DOLLARS
in debt, but they've
never been closer.

LANCE & STACY

Marriage & Money
STRESS to SUCCESS!



Paid off 2 debts and
Saved $2,000 for an
emergency fund within
8 weeks!

RACHAEL

Received a $34K raise!



Paid off $30k in debt
within 3 months!

ROBBIE & LEANNE

$30k in Debt Paid-Off!


